Naya Rivera Secretly Marries
Ryan
Dorsey
on
Original
Wedding Date to Big Sean

By Shannon Seibert
Not a new boyfriend, but a new husband, Naya Rivera sure has
moved quickly! Since her split from rapper Big Sean, jet three
months ago, Naya Rivera was just spotted last week vacationing
in Mexico with Ryan Dorsey. Little did we know that the trip
was not just a vacation. The couple tied the knot July 19th,
the same date set for her a Big Sean’s wedding! Incidentally,

the 19th is also Dorsey’s birthday, only adding to the joy of
the date. Rivera had kept much under wraps about her
relationship, and now marriage, to Dorsey. According to
UsMagazine.com, the beautiful bride also invested in the same
hair stylist as Kim Kardashian, undoubtedly she looked her
best for her special day.
How do you decide the day on which to tie the knot?
Cupid’s Advice:
Selecting a wedding date may not seem like a huge deal, but
it’s actually a defining process. There are so many factors to
consider into picking your special day, it can actually be a
little stressful. Relax and take a deep breath before taking
these three major factors into consideration for choosing your
newest anniversary date:
1. Time of year: Weather, holidays, and work schedules are all
things to consider when planning a wedding. June may be too
hot, December too chilly, too close to Christmas, or even too
hot depending on your side of the globe. Nevertheless, you
want to pick your perfect day based on your preferences. If
you’re in a time crunch, then you’ll have to make some quick
decisions. Weekend or weekday? All day or partial day? So many
decisions that are all yours to make, so choose wisely.
Related: New Couple? Naya Rivera Vacations with Ryan Dorsey
2. Personal significance: Every couple has certain dates that
mean more to them than others. If your dating-anniversary is
coming up, that may be a cool idea for a wedding date.
However, some couples like to spread out their meaningful
dates throughout the year, so picking a wedding date that
isn’t too similar to other important occasions may seem more
appealing. Talk to your partner about his preferences and
select a date that will forever leave a mark on your hearts.

Related: Rumor: Are Charlize Theron and Sean Penn Engaged?
3. Location: Single handedly one of the most important points
of the wedding is the venue. If you’re planning to be wed on a
beach, you don’t want snow falling around you, just as you
wouldn’t want to have an outside wedding and then a torrential
downpour make and appearance. Be sure to strategize your
location based on your needs as a bride, and always be
prepared for any type of weather or surprise that may come
your way.
How did you know what day was that perfect wedding date? Share
your stories with us in the comments below!

